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F rank J. Miraglia

use a shunt coil to trip the breaker, a relay to detect loss of voltage
and connect to the same power source .*s the control rod drive system.
No generic action is recommended unt!* the results and recommendations
of these four actions are available.

The breaker vendor representative (M. Fornewalt) at the October 12th
meeting stated he is in agreement with the corrective actions taken by

,

SCE. He would reduce M preventative maintenance interval from three
! months to two months for only the two UVTAs involved in the October 2nd
! and 3rd events instead of for all the UVTAs. Thus he believes SCE

corrective actions are conversative.

|

g James P. Knight, Assistant Director
j ComI1nent:, & Structures Engineering
i Division of Engineering
()

cc: V. Stello, ROGR
Regional Adas.
J. Taylor, I&E
E. Jordan, I&E'

; R. Baer, I&E
| E. Rossi, I&E
i R. DeYoung, I&E

M. Villaiva, I&E,
' J. Heltenes, AE00
.i H. Denton, NRR

E. Case, NRR
,

R. Mattson, NRR
H. Thompson, NRR,

I T. Speis, NRR

q D. Eisenhut, NRR
.

' R. Vollmer, NRR
G. Lainas, NRR
G. Holahan, NRR
R. Purple, NRR

I R. Wessman, NRR
i V. Noonan, NRR

. ['

J. P. Knight, NRR - [J. Beard, NRR

R.. Wright, NRR 8312010440 831118
F. Rosa, NRR CF ADOCK 05000361

CFG. Bagchi, NRR
W G. Toman, FRCg

T. Bishop, Region V'
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6" TRIP /ME.ITING RT.JORTs

Project ko.: 5506-001, Assignment 14, Task 414

bate of Trapr October 12, 1983

| Purpose of Trips heeting with Southern California Edison (SCE) to discuss San

| Onof re Unit 2 reactor trip circuit breaker malf unctions that
occurred during testing on October 2, 1983.

Location of Meeting: San Onof re Nuclear Generating Station, Bui). ding N-41,
Classroom 6

Attendees NRC: H. Apod (Licensing)
R. Wraght (EQB)
A. F. Chaf f ee (Region V, nesident inspector)

1
FRC: G. J. Toman

Combustion Engineering (CE) :
P. Yanoey
E. Kennedy
J. kjeseth
A. Lavery ,

General Electric (GE) :
M. Fornwalt

SCE: F. Mandy F. Ellica
1

R. M. Rosenblum D. Borcha*t d

S. Stilwegon R. Mc Pher es '
N. Gute11 C. Mand i
J. Redmon L. Mayweather
G. Franklin J. J. Westold
A. Guglietti

nackground

In early' March 1983, San Onof re tested the undervoltage attachments (UTA)

of the GE AK-2-25 reactor trip circuit breakers for Units 2 and 3 in response
to ATWS events at Salem Unit 1. Four of 16 circuit breakers were found to
misoperate when tripped by the UTA. To remedy the protless, SCE instituted a
program of quarterly preventive maintenance and monthly surveillance testing.
During surveillance testing (timing of the opening of the circuit breaker) on
October 2, 1983, prior to the performance of second quarterly preventive
maintenance, two circuit breakers on Unit 2 alsoperated, one failing to trip
and the other opening slowly. .

Di scussion

Mr. handy opened the meeting by stating that the San Onof re Units 2 and 3

reactor trip circuit breakers are tripped by both the shunt and undervoltage

d]] ,
L... Frwm Reseerth Cerec.
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I

attachments are that at no tace did any oncoperation of the chunt attachments
'

on .: . Fo l low i ng Mr . handy's introduction, Mr. Stilwagon discussed the data ,

taa.en durang the sa r ve illa nce testing and subsequent preventive maintenance f
and testing of ahe problem circuit breakers. Mr. Rosenblum then discussed *he
implications and evaluation of the results of the tests. Attachment 1 lists
the handouts provided by SCE to FAC and NRC during the meeting.

l

Description of Pailurve

During the circuit breaker timing tests of October 2,1983, reactor trip
circuit breaker serial ho. 256A4002-656-lp from compartment 4 (hereafter
referred to as TCB-4 S/N-18) opened slowl/ with times of 91 meec,104 asec,
a.-d 69 asec as recorded at the auxil'ary switch. De acceptable times are 82
maec, a guideline that was determined by SCE during baseline tests, and 100
usec, the CE guideline. Since one of the tests exceeded the CE guideline, the
circuit breaker was removed from service.

A second circuit breaker, SN 256A4002-656-8 from compartment 6 (hereafter
referred to as TCB-6 S/N-8), f ailed to open on the first timing test. his
f ailure was attributed to pulling of the wrong f use by personnel performing
the test. ne test was repeated by pulling the correct f use and proper -

operation occurred. However, the failure to trip was evaluated further and
found to be a valid misoperation. The fuse pulled on the trat attempt was in
series with the trrA coil. A retest was performed and TCB-6 S/N-8 f ailed to

.

trap a second time, he circuit breaker was removed f rom service.

he UTA on a third circuit breaker f ree compartment 7 would not reset,
preventing closure of the circuit breaker. However, this would be expected on -

some circuit breakers when the trIA coil is hot. nis is not considered to be
a surveillance test f ailure.

Preventive Maintenance Results

Sore data-taking problems occurred during the initial preventive
maintenance tests. Initially, the coil resistance of '!CB-6 S/M-8 was thought
to be 25,00 ohns, which is such too hight however, subsequent verification
proved tne resistance to be in the normal range. The trip torque measurements
f or the *as f ound" conditic . were found to be invalid because the force gauge
batteries had not been charged prior to use. Spring scale tests had been
performed on TCb-4 S/N-83 however, none were performed on TCB-4 S/N-18 and no
*as found" trip torque data are available for it. (Notes Battery problem was
recognized af ter revitalization of the trip shaf t bearings had been performed.)

For TCB-4 S/N-18, the slow circuit breaker, the *as found" result of
!significance was a cold pickup of 99 Vdc (required range 10612 Voc) . m

trap torque in the "as found" condition is unknown because of the force gauge
osttery problem.

;

I

l

.
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h.r Kb-6 S/h-b, the e.ircuit brooker that f ailed to open, the 'as f ourd'-

re su J t of signif icance was a trip torque of 1.5 lb-in, which is Just at the,

mas t a ur. acceptable value. The cold pickup on the initial test was one volt
t,e low the required range; however, it was within the required range during
sotsequent tests. No f ailure to trip occurred during bench testing; however,
it should be noted that during the preventive maintenance, the surge
suppression diode was not in parallel with the WA, allowing greater trip
force to be available from, the device. Following the preventive maintenance,
f urther tests were perf ormed with the diode in place; however, the trip shaf t
bearings had been revitalized by that time and the breaker had been exercised
many times, which probably would have removed a tendency to misoperate.

The cold pickup of the carcuit breaker that could not be readily reset
was tcund to be 100 Vde, which is below the required range.

Evaluation of Results by SCE

SCE evaluated the timing test data for problems with the circuit breakers
and found no trend indicating an impending failure for eithat circuiti

breaker. For KB-4 S/b-18, which opened slowly, the trend for the trip times
of the pr-ceding interval was downward. A much slighter doenwerd trend was
noted for the previous period for EB-6 S/N-8 which f ailed to open. While
some drif t had occurred in cold pickup and trip torque, no definitive reasons
f er f ailures of the circuit breaners were four.d.

SCE Precautiona ry Actio .s

To prevent recurrence, SCE is taking the following actions:

1. KB-6 S/N-B will be permanently removed from service. SCE believes
that its failures may be unique. It is one of the CBs that
misoperated in March 1983. It will be kept in the reactor trip
circuit breaker room and periodically tested as if it were in service
in an attempt to gain further f ailure data.

,

The preventive maintenance interval for all reactor trip circuit2.
| breakers will be reduced f rom 3 months to 2 months.
i

3. The surveillance test for timing of the circuit breaker will remain

at a 1-month interval. SCE has chosen not to increase the
surveillance interval to 2 months as had been originally planned.

i

Possible Loreg-Ters SCE Actions

SCE is considering the following for possible action. No commitment has
been made to any of these actions:

1. Elimination or modification of the surge suppression diode so thct

more energy is available f rom the UTA when de-energized (Notes Rough
data taken by SCE indicate the circuit breakers open more than twice
as fast with the suppression diode out of the circuit when tripped by
th e t*T A) .

-3-
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i . C r.a nc e t c. a different LT A .
*

r.

f3. Cr.a ng e to a d a f t er e nt reactor trip circuit t.reaker,

- 4 De t e rmine me thods to upg r ade the reliability of the UTA.

Comments on SCE Program by CE B

Mr. Fornwalt of GE stated that the preventive measures being taken by SCE
were conservative. bowever, he believed that the 2-month interval for

| prevent ave maintenance should be applied to the circuit breakers that
e xh i b i t ed improper operation rather than the entire population. In thir way,
it coulo be determit.ed if the entire population would eventually exnibit
similar failures if maintained at 3-month intervals or if there are only a few
real problem circuit breakers.

FRC Corp ents 'and Concerns Subsequent to the Meeting
i

1. The trended data for the reactor trip circuit breaker opening times
only . indicate when surveillance tests and preventive maintenance have [
occursed. FitC recomraends that the tame and number of circuit breaker -

openar,gs for all reasons be recorded on the trend graphs. Exercising
the circuit breakers appears to be significant in that subsequent c

opening times are generally shorter. Recording of the times of j
trapping of the circuit breamers for all reasons may show why the -

trends do not occur as expected.
_

2. A prime questtor resulting f rom a second episode of f ailures at SCE
<

is: "Why have no other plants with GE AC-2-25 circuit breakers had
_

similar probless?" Are no cther plants reporting f ailures because
there is something unique about the San Onofre application or is it
that other licensees have not tested to the same criteria?
Evaluation of test data and test methodology f rom other licensees may
give an indication that the problem is specific to San Onof re or more
generic in nature.

3. Tne test data taken on two of the circuit breakers (TCB-4 S/N-18 and ;

TCb-7 S/N-45) indicated that the "as f ound" cold pickup voltages were
low (99 Vdc and 100 Vde, respectively) and not within the desired
range of 104 to 106 Vdc. While these decreases in pickup voltage
from the "as Jett" value of at least 104 Vdc may not be enough to
cause circuit breaker misoperation, it is disturbing that the pickup
voltages de drift in a nonconservative dilection an a period of 3
months. The adjustment for cetting the pickup voltage la relatively

,

crude and may not prevent such drifti79 The UTA should be evaluated -

to determine if a positive means of maintaining the cold pickup
i

setting is poseibl.. Since the misoperation of the circuit breaker ;

18 attributable to multiple contributors (e.g., dropping pickup
voltage and increasing trap shm!t bearing f riction), it would sees
reasonable to attempt to eliminate any contributors that are
controllable.

4. Tr e probler of being unable to rsset some circuit breakers while the

Ui A is hot as not a direct saf ety concerns however, it is possible
-4-
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i

for o partici roset cf the UTA to cocur Cnd the circuit breaker to t>e*

reclosable. In this case, the armature of the UTA partially travels
to the energised position but does not completely eatend the UTA
spring, tocause of partial armature travel, the circuit breaker
latch mechanism any be able to engage, allowing closure of the
circuit breaker. Too conditices could comst. la the first, a slight

variation la O voltage or a slight vibrettom would ommee inadverteet
circuit breaker operation. la the escond case, the latch oculd be

relatively iArmly la place. De-energination of the WIm might act
result in a tripping of the ofromit breaker siaoe the spring has been
only partially eatended and does not oostain as much stored energy.
FBC recommeads that lioeneses verify that the armature of all UTAs
have completed is11 travel af ter energisation to prevent sooh

;

| pr**1- whom ao period for aaath of the UrA has coeurred hetenee
de-energinatica and emergination.

|

Prepared by G. J. Samen
10-13-43
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ATTAC3 PENT
*

*
.

MaWats Provided to F3C and NRC Durina Iteetine et San Onof re, October .2, 1983
Concerning Reactor Trip Circuit Breaker Failure Occurine on October 7, 1983

1. semintenance data record form from Procedure 3023-1-4.66, art. 2, for
10-4-83 tests of sceaker 2-TCD-6, S/N 256A4002-456-8.

I

I
2. Basintenance data record form from Procedure 3023-2-4.66, mov. 2, for

10-9-83 tests of Breaker S/N 256A4002-456-18.

3. Procedure 8023-11-11.161, Rev. 2, ' Surveillance Requirement Reactor
Breakers undervoltage And Shunt Trip Device Circuit Test."

4 Procedure 3023-11-11.162, mov. O, "meactor Breaker temponse Time
Testing."

5. Proceeure 8023-1-4.66, Rev. 2, " General Electric AE-2-25 Circuit
Breaker Basintenance."

6. Trend plots for Units 2 and 3 reactor trip circuit breakers opening
times.

7. Recorded response time for Unite 2 and 3 reactor trip circuit

breakers. As corrected 10/11/83.

8. semantenance orders for various tasks on circuit breakers.

9. Prompt Report, Docket 50-361, Licensee Event Report 43-125, saa
onotre Unit 2, s. 3. any (SCE) to J. B. hartin (Region V, NBC).

10. Rough trip time test data of 10-9-83 and 10-10-43 for circuit
breakers S/5-8, -18, and -45 for UVT.

11. Band out labeled " Preventative maintenance Procedure 3023-1-4.66.*

.

..
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Docket tio. 50-373 ,
Docket No. 50-374

Co=onwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Gentlemen:

This refers to the routine safety inspection conducted by Mr. N. C. Choules
of this office on July 24-26, 1984, of activities at LaSalle County Station
authorizec by NRC Operating License tiPF-11 and No fiPF-18 and to the discus-
sion of cur fir. dings with Mr. R. D. Bishop and other members of your staff at
the cor.clusion of the inspection.

The enclosed copy cf our inspectior, report identifies areas examined during
'

the inspection. Within these areas the inspection consisted of a selective
examinatien of procedures and representative records, observations, and
interviews with personnel.

!;o items of noncompliance with NRC reouirements were identified durino the
course of this inspection.

in acccrdance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure (s)
will be placed in the NRC Public Docunent Room unless you notify this office,
by tele:honc, within ten days of the date of this letter end subm.t written
applicatior, te withhold informatior, contained therein within thirty days of
the date cf this letter. Such application must be consistent with the re-
ouirerents of 2.793(b)(1). If we de not hear from you in this regard within
the specifiec riods noted above, a copy of this letter and the enclosed
inspection report will be placed in the Public Document Room.

I
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.

Co con ealtt Edison company 2 NI C i334

We will gladly discuss any questions you have ccncerning this inspection.

Sincerely,

1

| Cricir,a1 Signed by R.D.L'ali::;-
R. D. Walker, Chief

Operations Branch

Enclosure: Inspection Report i

No. 50-373/84-19(DRS) and
No. 50-374/84-25(DRS)

cc w/ enc 1:
D. L. Farrar, Director

of Nuclear Licensing
G. J. Diederich, Station j

St,pe rint E ndent
.

R. H. Holycak, Project Mar.ager - *

DMS/Dncumer,t Centrol Desk (RIDS)
Fesider,t Insoector, Rlli

Pnyllis Durter, Attorney
General's Dffice, Environmental
Control Divisier.

.
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
.

REGION III

Reports No. 50-373/84-19(DRS);50-374/84-25(DRS)

Docket Nos. 50-373; 50-374 Licenses No. NPF-11; NPF-16

Licensee: Commorwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Facility Nane: LaSalle County Station, Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: LaSalle Site, Marseilles, IL

Inspection Conducted: July 24-26, 1984

|} .c.w 7[ 7fInspector: . C. Choules 'Date /
~

F(.C.Hawkins, Chief 6/(, |8 dd /__.
Atpreved By:

Ouality Assurance Programs Section Date

Inspection Sumary

inspectinn on July 24-26, 198a (Repor'. No. 50-373/84-19(DRS); 50-374/84-25(DRS))
Areas Inspectec: Routine unannouncec inspection by one recicr.al inspector

Theof previous inspection findings and the .itartup testing audit program.
inspection involved 23 inspector-hours onsite.
Results: No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
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DETAILS
.

1. Persens Contacted

Connorwealth Edison Company

*R. D. Bishop, Assistant Superintendent Administration
*H. D. Studtman, OA Supervisor
*W. R. Huntington, Technical Staff Supervisor
*R. F. Jancek, Project Engineer
*P. F. Manning, Assistant Technical Staff Supervisor
*J. W. Gieseker, Assistant Technical Staff Supervisor
*J. A. Ahinan, OA Engineer.
*M. Musser, OA Engineer

U.S. Nuclear Reculatory Commission

*M. J. Jordan
S. Guthric

Other personnel were contacted es a matter of routine during the
inspection.

*Cenetes those attending the exit interview on July 26, 1954,

2. Action on Previous Ir.spection Findings

a. (Closed) Unresolved item (373/83-09-01): Adequacy of eudits to
verify adherence to the Technical Specifications provisions. A
policy has been developed which addresses cuality assurance audits
of Technical Specification line items within prescribed time periods.
The litersee had previously instituted a program that complies with
this policy.

b. (0 pen) Oper Item (373/83-15-04, 374/E3-13-03): There was no
guidance which specified the types of documerts which shculd be
included ir modification history packages. The licensee had not
completed the development of this guidance.

(Closed) Open Item (373/83-15-05, 374/83-13-04): There was noc.
system to identify drawings changed by a modification in the history
packages. The licensee had revised the plant modification procedure
LAP 1300-2 to include an attachment C on which draw'nas chanced bv a~

modification or drawing change notice (DCNs) generated by a modifi-
cation would be identified. Attachment C will be part of the
modificatier history package,

d. (Cicsed) Unresolved Item (373/83-35-01, 374/E3-34-01): Marked up
crawings were not provided to the control room when modifications
we re comtleted. The licensee has prepared a list of drawings and if
a rodificatico changes any of these crawings, the control roor

2
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copies are required to be marked with changes. The liter.see has
revised procedures LAP 810-9 (" Control of Drawing Modifications")'

and LAP 1300-2 (" Plant Modification") to recuire the abeve. Review
of control room drawings indicated the requirenents for marked up
drawings had been implemented.

(Closed) Noncompliance (373/83-41-01, 374/83-42-01): Failure toe.
adequately review and evaluate the feedwater check valve disc modifi-
cation ard the change from molded to extruded / vulcanized seals. The
licensee's corrective actions for this item are documented in their
responses dated January 20 and February 9, 1984. The inspector
verified that SNED procedure Q.6 had been revised to require revi-
sion of applicable stress reports and to identify environmental
qualification requirements in the modification approval letter
checklist. SNED procedure 0.28 had been revised to require docu-
mentation regarding stress report revisions from vendors. The
extruded / vulcanized seals had been replaced on Unit I and Unit 2
as determined from review of the applicable purchase order and work
requests as was stated in the licensee's response,

f. (0 pen) Open Item (373/83-41-04 374/83-42-04): The cause of the
excessive leakage through the feedwater check valves had not been
determired. During a Unit 1 shutdown in February, the licensee ..

determined the leak rate for feedwater check valve 1821-F010A was
excessive as reported in LER 373-64-012. Leakage for check valve
IB21-F015E was acceptable. As stated in the LER, the licensee found
an alignment problem with the check valves and believes this to be
the cause of the excessive leakage problems. Corrective maintenance
in the form of reducing the hinge pin shoulder to disc oushing
clearar,ces was performed on the four Unit 1 and 2 feedwater check
valves. Until leak rate tests are performed during the refueling
outage to confirm that the leakage was caused by misalignrent, this
item will remain open.

3. Quality Assurance for the Startup Test Program

The inspector reviewed the licensee's progran for auditing and surveill-
ance of startup testing. Audits and surveillances were reviewed to
vr.rify that they require the observation of testing, tracking of test .
deficiencies, review of test documentatior, and acceptance criteria, and
review of the status of measuring and test equipmer,t. Audits and sur-
veillance reports were reviewed to verify that they documented the
results of the above.

a. Documents Reviewed

(1) Selected Audit Reports of Startup Testing
(2) Sclected Surveillance Reports of Startup Testing

?
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.b. Results of Inspection

The inspector's review revealed that the licensee was conducting
audits and surveillantes of startup testing. The licensee intends
to perform audits.or surveillances of all startup tests. A generic
audit checklist had been developed which required the review of the
items listed above. Audit reports documented the results of the
reviews.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

4. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
on July 26, 1984, and summarized the purpose, scope, and findings of the
inspection.

.
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